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F-1.  What makes a difference? 

  

Gunasthan is quality of perception. The fourteen 

stages are characterized by distinct sets of behaviors 

(actions, words and thoughts). Change from one to 

the next stage requires qualitative change in the 

organism.  

 

Meaningful differences and distinctions (antar) inform and evoke 

concerns.  Transition from one stage to the next requires 

qualitative changes in perceptions.  Certain change such as aging 

occur without effort.  Cycles of Sun and Moon are so predictable 

that they are used to measure time. Our physiological cycles and 

body-clock are related to such rhythms.  Each cycle may be 

expressed in terms of event time (eg-samay) as in sunrise, or as the 

time gap between the successive cycles (avali) as a day.  

 Qualitative and quantitative changes are initiated with 

ability to discern and reconcile meaningful distinctions in the way 

we see and make sense of the world and adopt to events.  Animals 

recognize minute and subtle changes.  Birds of prey can spot a 

moving rodent from several thousand feet up, but are not able to 

do so if the rodent remains stationary.  Eagles have evolved with 

exquisite ability to spot minor changes that occur continuously on 

ground. Rodents have also evolved to deal with such dangers by 

moving in open fields in unpredictable short spurts. Humans spot 

subtle changes in expressions to spot intentions because people 

often use words to hide intentions.   Cunning of misinformation 

and confusion is part of survival strategy, so also random acts and 

unpredictable behaviors if the goal is to mislead.  On the other 

hand, personal and group behaviors to sustain civil society and 
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social enterprises ranging from science to economy and 

governments are based on confidence built on consistent, reliable 

and truthful behaviors.    

 

Life-Cycle changes a matter of time. Continuity of time is 

interrupted by events each with beginning and end.  Lifecycle of 

an organism with an inevitable end also includes regular and 

occasional events.  Wish for immortality makes us look for 

reincarnation and resurrection.  However, subjective and objective 

concerns within constraints of reality are about avoiding or 

minimizing impact of unpleasant changes.  Realization of 

potential calls for achieving goals in short period of time with 

fewer trials.  Events and actions have consequences, and random 

and inconsequential actions amount to lost time and effort 

because actions are not reversed, and effort and time are not 

recovered.  It is not uncommon to hear I would have done it 

differently only if I had known it better.  It is of course with 20/20 

(perfect) vision that comes with hindsight.   

  

Dealings in time.  Quality of life concerns are about significant 

differences and also about significance of differences.  Outcomes 

of significant goals create lasting value, and quality of change also 

avoids surprises of irreversible or binding commitments.  

Behaviors are motivated by expectations with grasp of potential.   

(a) An inanimate object remains in its state forever (Nirantar, 

in perpetuity, always) unless force is applied from outside.  

An animate being is changeable through its own efforts 

and drive. Its desire for change-for-the-better is in the 

nature of its being, but it is not always clear what would 

trigger a change and when. 
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(b) Behaviors have deterministic outcomes. Minimum and 

maximum duration of a state for an individual as well as 

the class if however judged in probabilistic terms. The 

minimum time is characteristic time for the change after 

the process is set in motion.  The maximum time includes 

time required to initiate and conclude the change with a 

closure.  Even efforts initiated and directed with suitable 

preparation, probability of success with random hits and 

misses is small. Imagine how long would it take for a 

monkey at a computer keyboard to produce a meaningful 

sentence, paragraph or a book.    

(c) Rational consistency turns acts into actions directed 

towards goals to realize potential.  Even the processes set 

in motion with best of intentions have contingencies and 

unintended consequences.   Best-laid plans and road-maps 

require sustained effort with timely evaluation of goals, 

relevance of actions, and mid-course corrections based on 

feed-back. The past may provide a road-map, but future is 

shaped only by learning from empirical trials and errors.    
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F-2.  Deterministic versus Probabilistic 
 

Information may guide towards a change with knowledge of 

events, actions and outcomes to realize potential of change in 

quality of life.   

 

Singular and random events have little information. Decision-

making relies on knowledge of cycles and patterns to assure 

desired outcome.  It is also useful to keep in mind that no two 

events are identical, so we pick and choose relevant parts. 

Reliance of statistical data also has limitations.  For example 

women are likely to have a baby by the age of 30, or average 

American woman in 1960s had 2.5 babies.  It is for certain 

demography.  Such probabilistic assertions are introduced as 

oghen (interpreted as in general) in Jeevathan.  

It is hard to predict outcome of a single random act.  

Outcomes interpreted from statistical data sets hold for entities or 

events with the same attributes shared by all member of the set.  A 

change in an individual of a set may distinguish it from one set 

and place it with another set.  Such qualitative changes form the 

basis for transition through the gunasthan states.   
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F-3.  Qualitative Distinction (Antaranugam) 
   

A group is described by chose qualities of all of its members.  A 

qualitative change in an individual may redefine the individual, 

but not the group (set, category or class).  Quality of an individual 

being may however initiate a qualitative change in the group. 

Criteria that define a set is permanent, intrinsic, and innate to its 

members.  These may not be arbitrarily redefined but it does not 

prevent individuals in the groups to seek distinction with 

qualitative change.   

 Inherent qualities of an individual are not redefined by 

change of faith, ideals, symbols, representations, or religious 

conversion.  In Chapter E criteria to develop qualitative change 

have focus on the duration of demonstrated characteristics for the 

State.  In this chapter (F) the focus is on the durability of the 

distinguishing characteristics because relationship of quality 

(gun) with the State (sthan) is not of finite duration 

but forever.   Attention to what is accomplished requires 

taking account of has been left behind and appreciation of 

remaining liabilities.  

    ***** 

 

 

#F1.  Operationally, consideration (anugam) of change 

in the distinguishing (antar) quality is expressed as 

change in the State, and also in the particulars of the 

individual.  

    * 

In relation to the quality of perception (F2-20) 
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#F2. In general, what is the duration of the qualities 

(characteristics) of those in State I?  For class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F3. For an individual within the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F4. and maximum is 266 sagaropam for some 

individuals. 

    * 
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#F5.  What is the duration of characteristic disability or 

indifference among those in States II or III? For the class 

minimum is the event (episode) time, 

#F6.  and maximum is a fraction of palyopam.  

#F7.  For individuals within the class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam for those in State II, 

and an antarmuhurt for those in State III, 

#F8.   and maximum for both the States is less than the 

time for the change in half of the matter that determines 

the quality. 

Insight:  The halftime for the change in the quality is related to the 

change in the making of the being.  Realization of desired quality 

within such constraints requires directed effort.  

    * 
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#F9.  What is the duration of the characteristics of the 

States IV, V, VI or VII? For class the duration is not finite, 

it is forever.  

#F10.  For an individual within the class (in each of these 

states) the minimum duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F11.  and maximum is the time for a change in half of 

the content (matter, abilities) of the being. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F12.  What is the duration of the characteristics of 

those committed (uvsamak) to States VIII through XI?  

For class the minimum duration is the event time,  

#F13.  and depending on the specific situation the 

maximum is of the order of years. 

#F14.  For an individual within a class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F15.  and maximum is the time for a change in half of 

the content (matter, abilities). 
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    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F16.  What is the duration of the characteristic 

restraints among those dedicated in States IX though 

XIV.  For class the minimum is the event time, 

#F17.  and maximum is six months.  

#F18.  For individuals within the class the duration of the 

State is not finite, it is forever. 

#F19.  What is the duration of the sajogkevali state?  For 

class the duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F20.  For an individual within the class the duration is 

not finite, it is forever.  

    ***** 
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Duration of qualities of niray (F21-34)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F21.  Operationally, what is the duration of the 

characteristics for the niray category in States I or IV? For 

the class duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F22.  For an individual within a class (of Niray category) 

the minimum duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F23.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam.   

Note: According to F55 the duration in F22 to F54 relates to the 

category.  

    * 
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#F24.  What is the duration of the disabilities for niray in 

State II, or of the inabilities and indifferences in State III?  

For the class the minimum is the event (episode) time, 

#F25.  and maximum is a fraction of palyopam.  

#F26.  For individuals within the class minimum is a 

fraction of palyopam to antarmuhurt, 

#F27.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

    * 
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#F28.  What is the duration of the characteristics of Niray 

in States I or IV in the seven underworlds?  For the class 

duration is not finite, it is forever.   

#F29.  For an individual within a class minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt, 

#F30.  and maximum is 1, 3, 7, 10, 17, 22 and 33 

sagaropam, respectively for those in underworlds 1 to 7.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F31.   What is the duration of the characteristics of 

State II or III among the niray in the seven underworlds?  

For the class minimum duration is the event (episode) 

time, 

#F32.  and maximum is a fraction of palyopam.  
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#F33.  For the individuals within a class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam to their antarmuhurt.   

Note:  Another possible translation (as in the Hindi version): For 

individuals within the class the minimum duration is fraction of a 

palyopam for those in State II, and antarmuhurt for those in State 

III),   

#F34.  and maximum is 1, 3, 7, 10, 17, 22 and 33 

sagaropam respectively for those in underworlds 1 to 7.     

    ***** 

Duration of the qualities of tirikkh (F35-54) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F35.   What is the duration of the characteristics of 

tirikkh in state I?  For the class duration is not finite, it is 

forever.   

#F36.  For an individual within a class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F37.  and maximum is less than three palyopam.   

    * 
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#F38.  Among tirikkh the duration of the characteristics 

of States III, IV or V follows from generalization for the 

state.  

#F39.  What is the duration of the characteristics of 

State I among the five-sensed independent and sexually 

differentiated tirikkh?  The duration for a class is not 

finite, it is forever.   

#F40.  For an individual within the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F41.  and maximum duration is three palyopam.  

    * 
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#F42.   What is the duration of the disabilities or 

indifferences of tirikkh in States II and III (F39)?  For the 

class minimum duration is the event time, 

#F43.  and maximum is a fraction of palyopam. 

#F44.  For individuals within a class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam (State III?) or 

antarmuhurt (State II?), (or an alternate as in F33) 

#F45.  and maximum is up to 3 palyopam depending on 

the prior history.  

    *  
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#F46.  What is the duration of lack of restraints among 

the tirikkh in state IV. For the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F47.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is fraction of palyopam to its antarmuhurt,  

#F48.  and maximum is 3 palyopam depending on its 

prior history.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F49.  What is the duration of occasional restraint 

among the tirikkh in State V? For the class duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F50.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F51.  and maximum depends on its prior history.   

    * 
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#F52.  What is the duration of the characteristics of five-

sensed dependent tirikkh?  For the class the duration is 

not finite, it is forever.    

#F53.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is the time to take form,  

#F54.  and maximum is uncountable cycles of material 

change.   

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F55.   For the above discussion the duration of the 

quality (characteristics) of the State is in relation to the 

category. 
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#F56.  Relationship between the quality (gun) and 

the State (sthan) is not of finite duration.  It is 

forever (as long the being is unchanged).  

    ***** 

Duration of the qualities of human (F55-81) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F57.   What is the duration of the State of contradiction 

and other characteristics of State I among the male and 

female independent humans?  For the class the duration 

is not finite, it is forever.  

#F58.   For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F59.   and maximum is three palyopam. 

    * 
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#F60.   What is the duration of disabilities and 

indifferences among the humans in States II or III?  For 

the class minimum duration is the event (episode) time,  

#F61.  and maximum is fraction of a palyopam. 

#F62.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam to its antarmuhurt,  

#F63.  and maximum is three palyopam depending on 

the prior history.   

    * 
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#F64.  What is the duration of lack of restraints among 

the humans in State IV? For the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever (i.e. it is innate or intrinsic as long as 

the state persists).    

#F65.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F66.  and maximum is three palyopam depending on its 

prior history. 

    *  

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F67.  What is the duration of the characteristic 

restraints among the humans in State V or VI?  For the 

class the duration is not finite, it is forever.   

#F68.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F69.  and maximum depends on its prior history.  

    * 
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#F70.  What is the duration of the characteristic 

restraints among the humans committed to State VIII, IX, 

X or XI?  For the class minimum duration is event time,   

#F71.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F72.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F73.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

    * 
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#F74.  What is the duration of characteristic restraints 

among the humans dedicated to State VIII through XIV?  

For each class the duration is the event time,  

#F75.   and maximum is six months depending on the 

prior history.  

#F76.   For individuals within these classes the duration 

is not finite, it is forever. 

#F77.   The duration for sajogkevali follows from the 

generalization (that is forever).   

    *  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F78.  What is the duration of characteristics of the 

dependent humans?  Within the class minimum is the 

event time,  

#F79.   and maximum is a fraction of palyopam. 

#F80.  For individuals within the class minimum duration 

is the time to take the form, 
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#F81.  and maximum is endless cycles of change in the 

matter of their being. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F82.   The above discussion about the duration of the 

State is in relation to the category. 

#F83.   Relationship between the quality (gun) and the 

State (sthan) is not of finite duration.  It is forever (that 

is as long as the being persists).  

    *****  

Duration of the qualities of dev (F82-100) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F84.  What is the duration of the characteristics of dev 

in State I?  For the class duration is not finite, it is 

forever.   
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#F85.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F86.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F87.  What is the duration of the disabilities and 

indifference among the dev in States II or III?  Within the 

class minimum is the event time,  

#F88.   and maximum is a fraction of palyopam. 

#F89.  For an individual within the class minimum is 

between a fraction of palyopam and its antarmuhurt, 

#F90.  and maximum is 31 sagaropam. 

    *  
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#F91.  What is the duration of the characteristics of dev 

(bhuvanvasi, vanvyantar, and the celestial dev of 

Saudharm, sahastrar, and other imagined subclasses) in 

State I or IV?  For the class the duration is not finite, it is 

forever.     

#F92.   For an individual within the class minimum is its 

antarmuhurt, 

#F90.  and maximum is a palyopam to 2, 7, 10, 14, 16 

and 18 sagaropam, respectively for the subclasses. 

#F94.  The duration of disabilities and indifferences 

among these dev follows from the generalization for State 

II or III for dev.  

    * 
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#F95.  What is the duration of the characteristics of (the 

various imagined and moving celestial bodies including 

the nine planetary bodies such as the sun and moon) dev 

in States I to IV?  For the class the duration is not finite, 

it is forever.  

#F96.   For an individual within the class minimum is its 

antarmuhurt, 

#F97.  and maximum is 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30 and 31 sagaropam, respectively. 

#F98. Duration of disabilities and indifference among 

these subclasses follows from the generalization for dev 

in States II or III for. 

    * 
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#F99. What is the duration of dev from anudis to 

Sarvarthsiddhi in State VI?  For the class duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F100.  For individuals within this class the duration is 

also not finite, it is forever. 

    ***** 

In relation to the senses (F101-129)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F101.  Operationally, what is the duration of the 

dependence on sensory (touch) input among the one-
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sensed? For the class the duration is not finite, it is 

forever. 

#F102.  For individuals within the class minimum is the 

time to take the form, 

#F103.  and maximum is 2000 sagaropam depending on 

the prior history.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F104.  What is the duration of the touch sense among 

one-sensed macro-forms? For the class duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F105.  For individuals within the class the minimum 

duration is the time to take the form, 

#F106.  and maximum is uncountable depending on their 

world. 

#F107.  The same holds for both the dependent and 

independent one-sensed macro-forms. 

    * 
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#F108.  What is the duration of the touch sense among 

the dependent and independent one-sensed micro-forms? 

For a class the duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F109.  For individuals within the class minimum is the 

time to take the form, 

#F110.  and maximum is between countable (on fingers) 

moments to uncountable eons. 

    * 
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#F111.  What is the duration of the senses of the 2, 3- 

and 4-sensed dependent and independent beings? For the 

class duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F112.  For individuals within the class the minimum is 

the time to take the form, 

#F113.  and maximum is uncountable cycles of change 

of its matter (content).  

    * 
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#F114.  Duration of the senses among the five-sensed 

(independent and dependent) beings in State I follows 

from the generalization for the State.  

#F115.  What is the duration of senses among the above 

with disabilities (State II) and inabilities (State III)? For 

class minimum duration is the event (episode) time, 

#F116.  and maximum is a fraction of palyopam.    

#F117.  For individuals within the class minimum 

duration is between a palyopam and its antarmuhurt. 

#F118.  and maximum is thousands of sagaropam 

depending on the prior history.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F119.  What is the duration of the senses among the 

five-sensed in States IV, V or VI? For the class duration is 

not finite, it is forever.  
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#F120.  For an individual within a class the minimum is 

its antarmuhurt, 

#F121.  and maximum is thousands of sagaropam 

depending on the prior history.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F122.  Duration of the senses among those committed 

to States VIII, IX, X or XI follows from the generalization 

for the State. 

#F123.  For an individual within a class minimum is its 

antarmuhurt, 

#F124.  and maximum is hundreds to thousands of 

sagaropam (?).  

    * 
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#F125.  Duration of the senses among those dedicated in 

States VIII through XIV follows from the generalization 

for the State.  

#F126. This includes the sajogkevali. 

#F127. Duration of senses among the five-sensed 

dependents follows from the section on the two-sensed 

dependent beings.  

#F128.  The above discussion of the duration of the 

senses is in relation to the category. 

#F129.  Relationship between the quality (gun) and the 

State (sthan) is not of finite duration.  It is forever.   

    ****   

Duration of the change in body form (F130-152)   
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#F130.  What is the duration of the change in the body 

form of the various dependent and independent soil, 

water, fire (light) and air micro- and macro-forms?  For 

the class the duration is not finite, it is forever.   

#F131.  For an individual within a class minimum 

duration is the time to take its form, 

#F132.  and maximum duration is uncountable cycles of 

material change.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F133.  What is the duration of the change in the body 

form of the plant and nigod, including the dependent and 

independent micro- and macro-forms?  For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F134. For an individual within the class minimum 

duration of the body form is the time to take its form,  

#F135.  and maximum depends on the local conditions in 

its worlds. 

    * 
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#F136.  What is the duration of the change in the body 

form of the dependent and independent plant macro-

forms? For the class duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F137. For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is the time to take its form,  

#F136.  and maximum is 2.5 times the duration of the 

material change. 

    * 
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#F139.  Duration of the change in body form of crawlers 

in State I follows from the generalization for the State. 

#F140.  What is the duration of the body form of the 

crawlers in State II or III? For the class it follows from the 

generalization for the State. 

#F141.  For an individual within the class the minimum 

duration is a fraction of palyopam to its antarmuhurt. 

#F142.  and depending on the prior history the 

maximum is 2000 sagaropam.  

    * 
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#F143.  What is the duration of the change in the body 

form of crawlers in States IV through VII? For the class 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F144.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F145.  and the maximum is 2000 sagaropam 

depending on its prior history.   

    * 

 

 

 #F146.  What is the duration of the change in the body 

form of the crawlers who are committed to restraints?  

For the class the duration follows from the generalization 

for the States VIII through XI. 

#F147.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F148.  and the maximum is 2000 sagaropam 

depending on its prior history. 

    * 
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#F149. Duration of the change in the body form of the 

crawlers from the dedicated to ajogkevali states follows 

from the generalization for the State.  

#F150.  The same holds for the sajogkevali state. 

#F151.  Duration of the change in the body form of the 

dependent crawlers follows from the section for the five-

sensed dependent beings. 

#F152.  Above considerations of the duration are for the 

change in the body form. Relationship between the 

quality (gun) and the State (sthan) is not of finite 

duration. It is forever.  

    ***** 
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In relation to the change for the communication 

ability (F153-177)  

 

 

#F153.  Operationally, what is the duration of the 

communication ability through expression and words for 

those in States I, IV, V, VI, VII and XIII?  For a class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F154.  What is the duration of communication ability by 

those in States II or III through expression and words?  

For the class the minimum duration is the event (episode) 

time,  

#F155.  and maximum is fraction of a palyopam. 
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#F156.   For an individual within the class duration of 

communication ability is not finite, it is forever.  

    *  

 

 

 

 

 

#F157.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability through expression and words by the committed?  

For a class the duration follows from the generalization 

for the States VIII through XI.  

#F158.  For an individual within the class duration of the 

ability is not finite, it is forever.  

#F159.  Duration of communication through expression 

and words by the dedicated follows from the 

generalization from the States IX through XII.  

    *  
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#F160.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability of those in State I through gross changes in their 

body form alone or mixed with other modes? The duration 

for the class is not finite, it is forever.    

#F161.  What is the duration of communication ability 

among those with disabilities? For the class duration 

follows from generalization for State II.  

#F162.  For an individual within the class duration for 

the ability is not finite, it is forever. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F163.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability of those in State IV with gross changes in the body 

form alone or mixed with other modes? For the class 

minimum duration is the event time. 
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#F164. and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F165.  For an individual within the class the duration 

for the ability is not finite, it is forever.  

    *    

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F166.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability of those in State XIII by gross changes in the body 

form alone or mixed with other modes? For the class 

minimum duration is the event time, 

#F167.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F168.  For an individual within the class the duration 

for the ability is not finite, it is forever.    

    * 
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#F169.  Duration of the communication ability of those in 

States I or IV through deformation of body follows from 

the part for communication through expression.  

#F170.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability of those in State I through body deformation alone 

or mixed with other modes?  For the class the minimum is 

the event time, 

#F171.  and maximum is twelve muhurt. 

#F172.  For an individual within the class duration for 

the ability is not finite, it is forever. 

#F173.  Duration of the communication ability of those in 

State II through body deformation alone or mixed with 

other modes follows from the section for such 

communication ability in relation to the state. 

    * 
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#F174.  What is the duration of the communication 

ability of those in State VI through internal body form 

alone or mixed with other modes?  For the class minimum 

duration is the event time, 

#F175.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F176. For an individual within the class duration for the 

ability is not finite, it is forever. 

    * 

 

 

#F177.  Duration of the communication ability of those in 

States I, II, IV or XIII through the transitional action form 

follows from the section for communication ability through 

gross changes in the body form. 

    ***** 

In relation to the pain and pleasure response 

(F178-222)   
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#F178.  Operationally, what is the duration of the pain 

response among those in State I?  For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F179.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F180.  and maximum is 55 palyopam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F181.  What is the duration of pain response among 

those with disabilities and indifference? For the class the 

duration follows from the generalization for the State II or 

III.  

#F182.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is a fraction of palyopam to its antarmuhurt.  
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#F183.  and the maximum is hundreds of palyopam 

depending on the prior history 

    * 

 

 

#F184.  What is the duration of pain response for those 

in States IV through VII?  For the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever.   

#F185.  For an individual within these classes the 

minimum duration is its antarmuhurt,   

#F186.  and depending on the prior history the 

maximum is hundreds of palyopam. 

    * 
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#F187.  What is the duration of pain response of the 

committed? For the class minimum duration follows from 

the generalization for States VIII through IX.  

#F188.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,   

#F189.  and maximum is hundreds of palyopam 

depending on the prior history. 

    *  

 

 

#F190.  What is the duration of pain response of the 

dedicated in State VIII or IX? For the class minimum is 

the event time, 

#F191.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F192.  For an individual within the class the duration of 

response is not finite, it is forever.   

    *    
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#F193.  Duration of pleasure response of those in State I 

follows from generalization for the State.  

#F194.  What is duration of pleasure response among 

those with disabilities or indifference? For the class, 

minimum duration is the event time, 

#F195. and maximum is fraction of a palyopam. 

#F196.  For an individual within the class the response 

lasts for a minimum of palyopam or its antarmuhurt, 

#F197.  and the maximum is hundreds of sagaropam 

depending on the prior history 

    * 
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#F198.  What is the duration of pleasure response of 

those with chaotic restraints in States IV through VII? For 

the class duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F199.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F200.  and the maximum is hundreds of sagaropam 

depending on the prior history. 

    * 

 

 

#F201.  What is the duration of pleasure response of 

those committed in State VIII or IX? For the class the 

duration follows from generalization for the State.  

#F202.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F203.  and maximum is hundreds of sagaropam 

depending on the prior history.  

    * 
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#F204.  What is the duration of pleasure response of 

those dedicated in State VIII or IX? For the class 

minimum is the event time. 

#F205.  and maximum duration is a year.   

#F206.  For an individual within the class the duration of 

the pleasure response is not finite, it is forever (i.e. as 

long as the State persists). 

    * 
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#F207.  What is the duration of pain and pleasure 

ambivalence of those in State I?  For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F208.  For an individual within the class minimum is its 

antarmuhurt, 

#F209.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F210.  Duration of the pain and pleasure ambivalence 

among those in State II through IX follows from 

generalization for the State. 

#F211.  What is the duration of such response among 

those dedicated in State VIII or IX? For the class 

minimum duration is the event time,  

#F212.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F213.  For the class the duration of ambivalence is not 

finite, it is forever.  

    * 
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#F214.  What is the duration of ambivalence among 

those dedicated in States VIII or IX?  For the class 

minimum duration is the event time,   

#F215.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F216.  For an individual within the class minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F217.  and maximum is also its antarmuhurt. 

    * 
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#F218. What is the duration of the pain and pleasure 

ambivalence of those in States XI through XII?  For the 

class minimum duration is the event time,  

#F219.  and maximum depends on the prior history.  

#F220.  Such ambivalence for individuals within these 

classes is not of finite duration, it is forever.   

#F221.  Duration of pain or pleasure response among 

those who are beyond pain and pleasure response follows 

from the generalization for the State XI. 

#F222. The same generalization holds for sajogkevali.  

    ***** 

In relation to the passions (F223-228)   

 

 

#F223.  Operationally, duration of anger, pride, illusion 

and greed among those in States I through X follows from 

the section for those who communicate through 

expression.   

    * 
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#F224.  What is the duration of the passionless among 

those with subdued passions of State XI? For the class 

minimum is the event time. 

#F225.  and maximum depends on the prior history. 

#F226.  For an individual within the class the duration of 

the sate without passion is not finite, it is forever. 

#F227.  Those in States XII though XIV are without 

passion according to the generalization for the State. 

#F228.  The same holds for sajogkevali.  

    ***** 
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In relation to the ability to understand (F229-257)  

 

 

 

 

#F229.  Among those in State I what is the duration of 

the impaired ability to learn, or to grasp what they hear, 

or to develop only a partial understanding of what is 

communicated?  For the class the duration of impaired 

cognition is not finite, it is forever.   
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#F230.  What is the duration of impaired cognition 

among the disabled? For the class the duration follows 

from the generalization for State II. 

#F231.  For the class the duration is not finite, it is 

forever. 

#F232.  Among those in State IV, what is the duration of 

one or more of the following:  ability to learn from 

experience (abhinibodhi), or from what they hear (shrut), 

or from the limits of what they already know (avadhi). For 

the class there is no minimum or maximum duration; 

they always have some of these abilities and skills 

whether they use these or not. 

#F233.  For an individual of this class minimum duration 

for such abilities is its antarmuhurt, 

#F234.  and maximum is puvvkodi. 

    * 

 

 

#F235.  What is the duration of one or more of the 

above (F232) three cognition (know and understand) 

abilities among those in State V? For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F236.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  
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#F237.  and maximum is 66 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F238.  What is the duration of one or more of the three 

abilities (above, F232) among those in States VI or VII? 

For the class the duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F239.  For an individual of the class minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt,  

#F240.  and maximum is 3 sagaropam.   

    * 
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#F241.   What is the duration of the above three abilities 

to know and discern among those committed to States 

VIII through XI?  For the class the minimum is the event 

time, 

#F242.  and maximum depends on the specific situation.   

#F243.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F244.  and depending on the prior history the 

maximum may be 66 sagaropam.   

#F245.  Duration of the three abilities to know and 

discern among the dedicated follows from the 

generalization for the States VIII through XI.  The main 

difference is that certain dedicated individuals have 

unusual skill to discriminate and discern limits (analytical 

ability?) on the basis of what they know.    

    * 
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#F246.  Among those with chaotic restraints in States VI 

or VII, what is the duration of the skill to know from the 

context and implication?  For the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F247.  For an individual of the class minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt,  

#F248.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt. 

#F249.  Among the committed what is the duration of 

the above skills? For the class the minimum duration is 

the event time, 

#F250.  and maximum depends on the situation.  

#F251.  For such an individual the minimum duration is 

antarmuhurt,  

#F252.  and maximum is puvvkodi.  

    * 
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#F253.  Among the dedicated, what is the duration of 

the skill to know from the context and implication? For 

the class minimum duration is the event time, 

#F254.  and maximum depends on the situation.  

#F255.  For an individual of the class the duration of the 

skill is not finite, it is forever.  

#F256.  Duration of context dependent complete and 

valid knowledge for sajogkevali follows from the 

generalization for the State XIII. 

#F258.  Duration of complete and valid knowledge for 

ajogkevali follows from the generalization for State XIV. 

    ***** 
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In relation to the restraints (F258-281)   
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#F258.  Durations of restraints for those in States VI 

through XI are similar to those in the section on the 

ability to know from context and implications.   

#F259.  Duration of restraints for the dedicated in States 

VIII through XI and ajogkevali follows from generalization 

for the State.  

#F260.  Duration of restraints for sajogkevali follows 

from generalization for the State XIII. 

#F261.  What is the duration of the time related 

restraints for those in State VII? For the class the 

duration for such restraints is not finite, but forever.  

#F262.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F263.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt. 

#F264.  What is the duration of the characteristic 

restraints among those committed to State VIII or IX? For 

the class the minimum is the event time,   

#F265.  and maximum depends on the specific 

conditions. 

#F266.  For an individual of the class minimum is its 

antarmuhurt,  

#F267.  and maximum is puvvkodi. 

    * 
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#F268. Duration of restraints for the dedicated in States 

VIII and IX follows from the generalization for the State.  

#F269. What is the duration of the behavior related 

restraints among those in States VI and VII?  For the 

class there is no finite duration, but forever. 

#F270.  For an individual of the class the minimum is its 

antarmuhurt, 

#F271.  and maximum is also its antarmuhurt. 

    * 
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#F272.  What is the duration of subtle restraints of 

thoughts, words and actions among those in State X?  For 

the class the minimum is the event time. 

#F273.  and maximum depends on the context of the 

situation. 

#F274.  For an individual of the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever.  

#F275.  Duration for subtle restraints by the dedicated 

follows from generalization for State X.  

#F276.  Duration of the characteristic restraints for those 

in States VIII through XI follow from the section for the 

duration for those without passions. 

    * 
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#F277.  What is the duration of occasional (chaotic) 

restraints among those in State V? For the class there is 

no finite duration, it is forever. 

#F278.  What is the duration of the lack of restraints 

among those in State I? For the class there is no finite 

duration, it is forever. 

#F279.  For an individual of the class the minimum is its 

antarmuhurt,  

#F280.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

#F281.  Duration of lack of restraints among those 

impaired by contradictions, disabilities, and indifference 

follow from generalizations for States II, III and IV. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to recognize patterns 

(F282-295)   
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#F282. Operationally, duration of the lack of ability to 

cognize patterns among those in State I with eye-vision 

follows from the generalization for the State, but they 

rarely perceive the obvious. 

#F283.  What is the duration of the lack of ability to 

cognize visual pattern among those with disabilities and 

indifference? For the class the duration follows from 
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generalization for States II or III (i.e. they may lack such 

ability).   

#F284.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is a fraction of palyopam to its antarmuhurt, 

#F285.  and maximum duration is 2000 sagaropam. 

#F286.  What is the duration of the ability to cognize 

visual patterns among those with restraint in States IV 

through VII? For the class the duration is not finite, it is 

forever.   

#F287.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F288.  and maximum duration is 2000 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F289.  What is the duration of ability to cognize visual 

patterns among the committed? It follows from 

generalization for the States VIII through XI.   

#F290.   For individuals within the class the minimum 

duration for cognition of visual pattern is its antarmuhurt,  

#F291.   and maximum duration is 2000 sagaropam. 
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#F292.   Duration of ability to cognize visual patterns by 

the dedicated follows from generalization for the States 

VIII through XI. 

    * 

 

 

#F293.  Duration of the characteristic ability to perceive 

patterns among those without eye vision follows from the 

generalization for the States I through XII.   

#F294.  Duration of the ability to cognize patterns from 

the limits of what one knows follows from the section on 

the ability to know from limits. 

#F295.  Duration of the ability to perceive complete and 

valid patterns follows from the section on the ability for 

complete and valid (kevali) knowledge.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to the motives (F296-327)  
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#F296.  What is the duration of darker motives among 

those in States I or IV? For the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever.  

#F297.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F298.  and maximum is 33, 17 and 7 sagaropam 

respectively for those with black, blue and gray motives, 

respectively. 

    * 

 

 

#F299.  What is the duration of darker motives among 

those in States II or III? For the class the duration follows 

from generalization for the State.  

#F300.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam to its antarmuhurt, 
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#F301.  and maximum is 33, 17 and 7 sagaropam 

respectively for those with black, blue and gray motives, 

respectively. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F302.  What is the duration of bright and colored 

motives among those in States I or IV? For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F303.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F301.  and maximum is between 2 to 18 sagaropam. 

    * 
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#F305. What is the duration of bright and colored 

motives among those in States II or III? For the class the 

duration follows from generalization for the State.  

#F306.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam to its antarmuhurt, 

#F307.  and maximum is between 2 to 18 sagaropam. 

#F308.  What is the duration of the bright and colored 

motives for those in States V, VI or VII?  For the class 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

    * 
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#F309.  What is the duration of white motives among 

those in States I, II, III or IV?  For the class duration is 

not finite, it is forever.   

#F310.  For an individual of the class minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt,  

#F311.  and maximum is 31 sagaropam.  

    * 

 

 

#F312.  What is the duration of white motives among 

those in States II or III? For the class duration follows 

from generalization for the State.  

#F313.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is fraction of a palyopam to its antarmuhurt,  

#F314.  and maximum is less than 31 sagaropam.  

    * 
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#F315.  What is the duration of white motives among 

those in States V, VI or VII?  For the class duration is not 

finite, it is forever.   

#F316.  For an individual of the class minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt,  

#F317.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt. 

    * 
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#F319.  What is the duration of white motives among 

those committed to States IX, X or XI?  For the class 

minimum duration is the event time. 

#F320.  and maximum depends on the specific 

conditions. 

#F321.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F322.  and maximum is also its antarmuhurt.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F323.  What is the duration of white motives among the 

dedicated in States XI and XII?  For the class the 

minimum duration is the event time, 
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#F324.  and maximum depends on the specific 

conditions. 

#F325.   For an individual of the class duration of white 

motives is not finite, it is forever. 

#F326.   Durations of white motives among the 

dedicated in State VIII, IX, X or XI follows from the 

generalization for the State.   

#F327.   Duration of white motives among the 

sajogkevali follows from the generalization for the State 

XIII.   

    ***** 

In relation to the potential (F328-330) 

 

 

#F328.   Durations of the ability to realize potential 

follows from the generalization for States I to XIV. 

#F329.  What is the duration of unrealized potential? For 

the class the duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F330.  For an individual of the class the duration for 

unrealized potential is not finite, it is forever. 

Insight:  The potential can not be realized without a material 

change in the being. 

    * 
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In relation to rational consistency (F331-378)   

 

 

#F331.  What is the duration of rational inconsistency of 

the unrestrained in State IV?  For the class the duration is 

not finite, it is forever.  

#F332.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F333.  and maximum is puvvkodi.  

#F334.  Duration of rational consistency among those in 

States V through XII follows from the section on the 

ability to recognize limits of what they know. 

    * 
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#F335.  Duration of rational consistency among the 

dedicated in States IX through XII and ajogkevali follows 

from the generalization for the State. 

#F336.  The same generalization holds for sajogkevali. 

#F337.  What is the duration of inconsistencies among 

those in State IV?  For the class the duration is not finite, 

it is forever. 

#F338.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F339.  and maximum is puvvkodi.  

    * 

 

 

#F340.  What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among those in State V, VI or VII?  For the group the 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 
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#F341. For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F342. and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F343. What is the duration of rational consistency 

among the dedicated in States VIII through XI?  For the 

group the minimum duration is the event time, 

#F344. and maximum depends on the conditions. 

#F345.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F346.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

#F347.  Duration of rational consistency for the 

dedicated and kevali follows from the generalization for 

the State (i.e. always). 
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#F348.  The same generalization holds for the 

sajogkevali.  

    * 

 

 

#F349.  Duration of dormant consistency among the 

unrestrained follows from the generalization for State IV.  

#F350.  What is the duration of the dormant consistency 

among those in State V? For the group the duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

#F351.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F352.  and maximum is 66 sagaropam. 

    * 
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#F353.  What is the duration of dormant consistency 

among the restrained in State VI or VII?  For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever. 

#F354.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F355.  and maximum is 33 sagaropam. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#F356.  What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among those in State IV?  For the class the minimum 

duration is the event time,  

#F357.  and maximum is seven days and nights (ahoratr 

or week). 

#F358.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F359.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt.  
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    * 

 

 

 

 

#F360.  What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among those in State V? For the class the minimum 

duration is the event time,  

#F361.  and maximum duration is 14 days and nights. 

#F362.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F363.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt.  

    * 
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#F364. What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among those in States VI or VII? For the class the 

minimum duration is the event time,  

#F365.  and maximum duration is 15 days and nights. 

#F366.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F367.  and maximum is its antarmuhurt. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

#F368.  What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among the dedicated in States VIII, IX or X? For the class 

the minimum duration is the event time,  

#F369.  and maximum depends on the conditions. 

#F370.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt,  

#F371.  and maximum is also its antarmuhurt. 
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    * 

 

 

#F372.  What is the duration of chaotic consistency 

among the dedicated and accomplished in State XII? For 

the class the minimum duration is the event time,  

#F373.  and maximum depends on the conditions. 

#F374.  For an individual of the class duration is not 

finite, it is forever. 

    * 
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#F375.  What is the duration of chaotic and occasional 

consistency among the disabled in State II or among the 

indifferent in State III? For the class the minimum 

duration is the event time,  

#F376.  and maximum is fraction of a palyopam. 

#F377.  For an individual of the class the duration is not 

finite, it is forever.  

#F378.  What is the duration of the chaotic consistency 

among those in State I?  For the class the duration is not 

finite, they lack it forever.  

    ***** 

 

In relation to the sensibility (F379-383)  
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#F379.  Operationally, duration of lack of sensibility 

among those in State I follows from generalization of the 

State, i.e. it is always there.  

#F380.  Duration of the lack of sensibility among those 

in States II through XI is the same as in the section on 

the duration of pleasure response for the State.  

#F381.  Duration of sensibility among the dedicated 

follows from generalization for the State. 

#F382.  What is the duration of the lack of sensibility 

among the asanni beings? For the class the duration is 

not finite, it is forever. 

#F383.  For an individual of a class the duration of 

sensibility is not finite, it is forever. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to internalize (F384-397)   
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#F384.  Operationally, duration of the ability to 

internalize among those in State I follows from the 

generalization for the State (i.e. they do not internalize). 

#F385.  What is the duration of the ability to internalize 

among those in States II or III?  For the class the 

duration follows from generalization for the State.  

#F386.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is between fraction of a palyopam and its 

antarmuhurt. 

#F387.  and maximum is uncountable eons.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

#F388. What is the duration of the ability to internalize 

among those in States IV through VII?  For the class the 

duration is not finite, it is forever.  

#F389.  For an individual of the class, minimum duration 

is its antarmuhurt,  

#F390.  and maximum is a fraction of an eon to 

uncountable eons (i.e. eons). 
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    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#F391.  What is the duration of the ability to internalize 

among the committed for States VIII through XI?  For the 

class the duration follows from the generalization for the 

State. 

#F392.  For an individual of the class the minimum 

duration is its antarmuhurt, 

#F393.  and maximum is eons.  

#F394.  Duration of the ability to internalize by the 

dedicated follows from the generalization for the States 

VIII through XI. 
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#F395.  The same generalization holds for sajogkevali.  

#F396.  The duration of the inability to internalize follows 

from the section on communication through the 

transitional action form. 

#F397.  In particular, according to the generalization for 

the State, ajogkevali do not (need not?) internalize new 

inputs. 

    ***** 


